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MÄLARDALEN UNIVERSITY SWEDEN 

ABSTRACT 

A Stochastic Simulation Framework for Real-Time Systems under Preemptive 
Priority-Driven Scheduling 

By, Muhammad Azhar 

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee:  Postdoctoral Fellow,    
Thomas Nolte 

School of IDT-MRTC 

This thesis work describes how to apply the stochastic analysis framework, 

presented in [1] for general priority-driven periodic real-time systems. The 

proposed framework is applicable to compute the response time distribution, the 

worst-case response time, and the deadline miss probability of the task under 

analysis in the fixed-priority driven scheduling system. To be specific, we 

modeled the task execution time by using the beta distribution. Moreover, we 

have evaluated the existing stochastic framework on a wide range of periodic 

systems with the help of defined evaluation parameters. 

In addition we have refined the notations used in system model and also 

developed new mathematics in order to facilitate the understanding with the 

concept. We have also introduced new concepts to obtain and validate the exact 

probabilistic task response time distribution.    

Another contribution of this thesis is that we have extended the existing system 

model in order to deal with stochastic release time of a job. Moreover, a new 

algorithm is developed and validated using our extended framework where the 

stochastic dependencies exist due to stochastic release time patterns. 
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NOTATIONS 

	
(�, ∆, 	) ‘Convolve From’ operator. It functions on two 
stochastic parameters. It is basically a modified 
form of convolution that is specially designed to 
consider the stochastic interference from higher 
priority tasks after delta ∆ time units. � is the 
partial stochastic response time distribution, 	 is 
the stochastic execution time distribution of the 
higher priority task that can cause interference to 
partial response time, and delta ( ) is the amount 
of non-inferences part among the both. It simply 
returns the convoluted result of only to the 
interference part of �&	 and leaves the reaming (
) part as it is. 

	��  Stochastic execution time distribution of a task �� 
with a total probability of 1.  

	����� Minimum value of a stochastic execution time 
distribution of a task �� that has total probability of 
1 

	����� Average value of a stochastic execution time 
distribution of a task �� that has total probability of 
1 

	����� Maximum value of a stochastic execution time 
distribution of a task �� that has total probability of 
1 

�� Deterministic relative deadline of a task �� . 
��� Deterministic relative deadline of a job Г�  relative 

to its task �� . 
∆ DELTA. It defines the difference in between two 

release time values in a periodic system �.   
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�(�; !, ") Beta probability distribution; where � is the index 
to distribution and !, " are the shape parameters. 

�#$(�) It defines the stochastic execution time distribution 
of the �th job other than the job under 
analysis Г� .  

�%&(',∆,%)(�) Defines the stochastic step function for convolve 
from stochastic operation. 

 �'((�) It represents the stochastic partial response time 
distribution function of a periodic job Г� . 

 �&'((�) It represents the stochastic final response time 
distribution function of a periodic job Г� . 

 �&'�(�) It represents the stochastic final response time 
distribution function of a periodic task �� . 

 �)* �+',-.( �)�(�) ,   ∆) Defines the backlog’s stochastic distribution step 
function for shrink operation. 

 �/((�) Represents the release time backlog stochastic 
distribution function at current release time 
instance. 

 �/$(�) Represents the backlog stochastic distribution 
function at �th release time instance. 

Г�  Single indexed periodic job released at *0ℎ time 
instance.  

Г�� Double indexed period job under analysis. 

Г2 Single indexed period job at �th release time 
instance other than the job under analysis.  

Г2�  All high priority jobs those might be released next 
and can cause interference to the current job Г� . 

� Index reference for a task. 
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* Index reference for a job. 

� Index reference to the jobs other than job under 
analysis. 

 32 LAMBDA. Deterministic release time of a periodic 
job Г2 at �th time instance. 

3��  LAMBDA. Stochastic release time for periodic 
system task �� . 

4	5 Least common multiple. 

5�6625770�8�9�: Deadline misses to dead line meat ratio of a 
task �� . 

; Represents the positive integer value; i.e. total 
number of system tasks or task instances over 
system hyperperiod.  

<� PHI. Offset value from start of the hyperperiod to 
the first release instance of the periodic task �� . 

=>??@�(  Represents the value for the probability of 
meeting the respective deadline ��� of a job Г�  belongs to a task �� . 

=>??@�  Average of the probability of meeting the deadline 
of all the jobs Г�  belongs to a task ��  

=>,���(  Represents the value for the probability of 
missing the respective deadline ��� of a job Г�  belongs to a task �� . 

=>,���  Average of the probability of missing the deadline 
of all the jobs Г�  belongs to a task ��  

��(  Stochastic response time of a job Г� . 
���(  Average stochastic response time distribution of 

task instances Г�  for system task �� . 
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� Defines a system of periodic task set.  

�A�B;C(D, ∆) Shrink operator. It functions on two parameters. 
First one is stochastic parameter D and second is 
release time difference value ∆. It performs two 
operations on D. Initially it left shifts the D by  ∆ amount and then it add the probability values 
with all negative indices at 0 index.  

�� TAU. Refer to an independent period task � in the 
periodic task system �. 

E Hyperperiod; it basically represents the least 
common multiple of the periods E� of all periodic 
task ��  in a periodic system �. 

E� Deterministic time period value of a task �� 
F ���� Minimum utilization factor of a system with 

stochastic execution time distribution. 

F ���� Average utilization factor of a system with 
stochastic execution time distribution. 

F ���� Maximum utilization factor of a system with 
stochastic execution time distribution. 

D Generic representation of a backlog. 

D(3�) Stochastic backlog distribution at release time 3� . It 
basically defines the workload at release time 
instance 3�  due to previous active high or equal 
priority jobs.  

WHλJKL   Stochastic backlog distribution backlog at release 
time λJK. Here sub indices; * & � defines the job 
number at corresponding hyperperiod number 
respectively. 

M�(  ZETA. It represents the stochastic interference 
faced by the system job ГJ. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Classical approaches for response time analysis use pessimistic assumptions for 
the real-time task parameters in order to make their corresponding complexity 
of computation reasonable. One of the assumptions typically made is to model 
the execution time of a real-time task as a worst-case value which will always be 
greater than what can possibly happen. The effect of this assumption gets 
worse in the context of several task instances and may lead to an oversized real- 
time system with respect to, e.g., processor utilization and use of available 
hardware resources. 
 
Recently researchers in the field have suggested to model the execution time of 
a task as a discrete random variable instead of a single value as oppositely used 
in most classical methods. This discrete stochastic execution time represents the 
collection of possible values, each one associated with a probability. The 
distribution of this discrete random variable can be obtained by analyzing real-
time task behavior. This stochastic approach is initially proposed in [5] for 
periodic and independent tasks.  
 
Our participation to the existing framework is in terms of refined notations, and 
we have introduced new mathematics both for the existing and our proposed 
algorithm. More precisely in mathematics; the probability miss/meet the deadline, 
and worst-case value for stochastic random response time of a system task/task 
instances is formally defined.  
 
Furthermore, we have introduced an algorithm based on the existing stochastic 
framework under the fixed priority driven scheduling policy to find stochastic 
dependencies, as probability values, that exist due to stochastic release time 
patterns. 
 
The existing system model is presented in chapter-1. The stochastic analysis 
framework is described in chapter-2. Chapter-3 involves the description and 
evaluation of the backlog process and the existing stochastic analysis framework. 
Chapter-4 presents the enhancement in the existing stochastic by modeling the 
release time of a job as a discrete random variable and describes the associated 
support in terms of our proposed algorithm. Finally, we have validated our 
algorithm in chapter-5.  
 
 
 
 



 

1 

C h a p t e r  1  

THE STOCHASTIC SYSTEM MODEL 

The system consists of a single processor with set of independent periodic tasks and a preemptive-priority 

driven scheduler. The task set is enumerated with respect to the release time of task instances/jobs over a 

hyper-period [7]. The release time of system jobs is considered as deterministic values. Each job is assigned a 

priority =� which can be static or dynamic depending upon the scheduling policy used by the scheduler. The 

execution time of a task is modeled as a discrete random variable [1]. The jobs belonging to the same task are 

considered to have the same discrete random execution time of their corresponding parent task. The jobs are 

assumed to be non-blocking hence they do not access the shared resources or critical section of the task.  

Modeling System Parameters 

The system is modeled as set of independent periodic task set � = {��} with � =  1,2,3, … . ; where N 

represents the number of the tasks in the system. Each task is defined by four parameters; �� = {E�, <� , �� , 	��}, where E� represents the period between two consecutive task instances, <� represents 
the offset of the first release of the task instance relative to the systems hyper-period, �� defines the relative 
deadline of the task which is same for all jobs instantiated by the task, and 	��  represents the discrete random 

execution time of a system task �� .  
Practically, we are not allowed to assign stochastic execution time 	��to a specific probability distribution by 
ourselves unless it represents the empirical behavior of execution time of a system task �� . This empirical 

behavior can be modeled as a probability distribution function and is denoted by �%�defined in equation (1). 

 �%�  =∆ ={	�� = S} (1) 

The above probability distribution function describes that any probability value 	��represents the probability 
magnitude S at �th index of the probability distribution, where  � = 1,2, ,3 TUV 6W WU. The probability 
distribution function �%� seems to be unbounded but it is possible to bound it by minimum 	����� and 
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maximum 	����� execution time probability values, as [	�����, 	�����]. Hence the probability function �%�(. ) 
can be completely described by a finite number of points. 

System job  is uniquely represented by a sub-index (�, *), where first sub-index � tells us about the task 
number and the second sub-index * describes the job number belongs to task �� . The release time of system 

job Г�� is represented by Greek small letter lambda, with sub-index of task and job numbers respectively. The 

release time λ�� of a system job Г��  is formally defined by equation (2); where * is an integer value and 
represents the job number.  

 3�� = <� +  *E� (2) 

The jobs belongs to same task can have a different probability distribution function hence overall response 

time ��� of a system task �� represents the average stochastic distribution of all jobs belongs to �� . The 
difference of response time probability distributions exists among task instances is due to same/distinctive 

release time backlog distributions and/or amount of independent stochastic interference faced by these task 

instances. 
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 C h a p t e r  2  

STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS  

This chapter describes the existing stochastic analysis framework [1] with the help of system model presented 

in chapter-1. Furthermore, the various measurement parameters those are necessary to evaluate the final 

response time stochastic distribution are defined in later sections.  

Stochastic Response Time Computation Method 

The stochastic framework initially discussed in [5] and reached to successive improvements until [2]. This 

section repeats the basic algorithm with improved notations and introduced new mathematics in order to 

facilitate the understanding to the existing stochastic framework. 

The system jobs are considered to be indexed using single-index instead of double-index scheme. We manage 

this sequence in ascending order with respect to release time of job traced over a single system hyper-period. 

The hyper-period length is denoted by E which is the least common multiple of task periods E� belongs to 
system  ��. Formally the hyperperiod length is defined by (3).  

 E = 4	5(E�) (3) 

The stochastic response time of a system job under analysis is basically the combination of three main 

parameters; release time backlog, stochastic execution distribution, and the interference faced job from other 

high priority system jobs Г2 that can preempt the low priority job Г� . Formally this is defined in (4). 

 ��( = D(3*) + 	�(  + M�(  (4) 

Where ��(  is the stochastic response time of a job Г[, D(3�) is the stochastic release time steady-state 

backlog at deterministic release time instances 3� , 	�( is the stochastic execution time distribution, and the 

M�(  (zeta�() represents the phenomenon of stochastic interference faced by the system job Г�  ( this will be 
discussed later in this chapter with the help of convolve from CF operator). 
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The backlog D(3�)  is a stochastic distribution function defined at deterministic release time 

instances 3�  due to all active (not finished yet) earlier jobs, indexed by �� , with equal or higher priority [6]. 
Initially the steady-state system-level backlog at the beginning of system hyperperiod is computed than 

further it is used to compute the steady-state release time backlogs D(3�)  at the residual execution times or 

task instances over system hyperperiod. The stochastic process of the system-level backlog is considered as 

a Markovian process and its stationary solution can be computed [8] by an iterative process under some 

steady-state criteria. In [5] Diaz initially introduced this method and considers the release time backlogs as a 

Markov-chain to produce system-level backlog at the end of each system hyperperiod for the first high-

priority job in the sequence. This is an iterative process, and for each next system-level backlog only needs 

to remember the solution of previous release time backlogs along the hyperperiod until we reach to a 

stationary system-level backlog. After we are reached with system-level steady-state backlog, all remaining 

release time backlogs assumed to be in steady-state as well. Our next task is to determine the release time 

backlog affecting each job Г[ in the system that is formally defined by (6).   

First we need to define delta ∆ amount as a release time difference value of previous equal or higher 

priority jobs release time 32`a to the current release time 32 , used in next equation (6); 
 ∆ = (32 − 32`a) ,  (5) 

and, 

 D(32c) = 0 
D(32a) = �A�B;C(D(32`a) + 	2`a , ∆) ,  

)�0ℎ    �� > �c, TUV  =2 ≥  =� 

(6) 

Here 32c is the release time of the first job with greater or equal priority compared to the job under 

analysis Г�  and initially the backlog distribution for first high-priority job D(32c)  is assumed to be zero (6). 

This iterative solution starts with a zero backlog, computes release time backlog for the job under analysis  Г�  based on previous high/equal priority jobs in the sequence. Moreover, it is noticed that every single 
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iteration required addition of two random variables D(32`a) + 	2`a or in other words we can say it results 
in a convoluted distribution (random variable) sum as an outcome of two random 

variables D(32`a) and 	2`a. See backlog analysis algorithm [4], simply shrink in [5], and convolve-shrink 

[6] operations with graphical interpretation to understand the concept in more appropriate way.   

The shrink function [1]  �A�B;C( �/$(�)  , ∆), defines by (7), takes two parameters; the stochastic 

distribution of backlog  �/$(�) of the previous higher/equal priority job Г2 as a random variable and a 

deterministic amount as a release time difference, denoted by delta  ∆, defined by (5) as a difference of time 

between previous job Г2 and current job under analysis Г� . The SHRINK keyword represents that the 

function shrinks the spread/length of a random variable without affecting its total amount of probability.  

As a result it produces stochastic backlog distribution �/((�) for the job under observation Г� . Graphically, 

this operation can be understood as by shifting  �/$(�) left of ∆ amount and accumulates the all negative 

abscissas probability values at the 0th index. This graphical interpretation can be observed by an example 

given in [2], [4] and [5]. 

   �)*�+',-.( �)�(�) ,   ∆)(�) = g 0                                          ��  � < 0∑ �/$(� + ∆)c/ j `k          �� � = 0 �/$(� + ∆)                         �� � > 0l, (7) 

Until this point, we have formally defined the release time stochastic backlog distribution functions  �/((�) 
for the system jobs under analysis. Now it is time to compute the Partial  �'((�) and final response time 

stochastic distributions  �&'((�)  functions based on release time backlog and stochastic interference. The 

response time without consideration of the stochastic interference M�(caused by upcoming higher-

priority jobs  Г��  until the deadline is considered as partial response time. The final response time 

stochastic distribution function [1][2]  �&'((�) is computed as an iterative solution, formally defined by (8).  

  ��(
[c,   ( m(no`m()] =  D(3�) + 	�( 

��(
pc,   H m$no`m(Lq =  	
 r��(

pc,   H m$`m(Lq, H 32 − 3�L, stuv ,       �Ww � > *, =2 >   =� and 

(8) 
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 xuyz ≤  |[  
Here ��(

[0,   ( 3�+1−3*)]
 is the stochastic partial response time for the amount 0 to ( 32 − 3�) before the 

deadline of the current job Г�  has been reached, the  	��  referred to the execution time stochastic 

distribution function of next high priority job in the sequence, the  32  is the upcoming release time 

after  3�  until the deadline �� of the current job Г*, and finally the index � referred to the upcoming 

high-priory jobs in the sequence.  

 (3 2 − 3 �) ≥ �� (9) 

The above equation defines the iterative limit for final response time computation process, which is until the 

deadline ��  of the current job Г� . 
The convolve from operation is defined [5][1][2] to deal with stochastic interference M�  caused by higher 
priority jobs in the system while computing the final response time of a system job under analysis Г� . This 
operator is formally defined by (10).  

  ��* %&(}�*(�),∆,~�u(�))(�) = �
 ��*(�)                                            ��  � ≤ ∆∑ ��*(�)k� j ∆ya  . �S�(� − �)        �� � > ∆ �’ (10) 

The 	
(�'((�), ∆, �#$(�)) defines the step function of response time �'((�)  as output and it takes three 
parameters;  a random variable �'((�) which defines the partial stochastic response time �'((�) of job Г�  
under consideration, second random variable �#$(�) that is the stochastic execution time of the next 

interfering high priority job Г2 in the sequence, and the amount of interference ∆ which is the difference 
among the release times of next high-priority job Г2  and the current job under analysis Г� . The subscript 	
 
is the abbreviation of ‘Convolve From’. Graphically, it convolves only the interfering part of the 

both �'((�) and �#$(�) and leaves the remaining portion of �'((�) unchanged. 
The graphical interpretation of the mathematics defined above by (8) through (9) is presented in [4] with a 

suitable example, referred by split-convolve-merge procedure.  
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Probability of a Task Missing/Meeting the Deadline 

The probability of meeting the deadline of a system job Г�[ is defined by accumulating the probability 

values of the final response time  �&'�((�) until its deadline. The sub-index  � index  �2 represents the 
deadline ���  of the system job Г�� . From the example in [2] and our research work we got the idea and 

formally defined the probability value of meeting the deadline of a job, as given by (11): 

 =>??@�(���� ≤  ���� = g
 1                 �� ��� ≥ �7U�0ℎ(�
��*(�))

∑ �&'�((�)��(�jc                                  7�67l,  (11) 

Here sub-index � corresponds to task �� and * represents the job Г�� .The =>??@�( is the value of a job’s 
probability of meeting its deadline ��� ,  ���  represents the final stochastic response or �&'�((�) of a job Г�� , 
and  �7U�0ℎ function is used to compute the integer amount of length.  

The probability of missing deadline of a system job Г�� by using the axiom of total probability given in 

[10], which says that the total probability of an event is equals to 1. Formally we defined the probability of 

job’s missing the deadline by (12): 

 =>,���(���� >  ���� = 1 − =>??@�(���� ≤  ����,  (12) 

The probability of meeting the deadline |� of a task �� is computed by averaging [1] the meeting deadline 

probability of all task instances belongs to task ��  in the system. It is formally defined by (13): 

 =>??@����� ≤  ��� = a- ∑ =>??@�(���� ≤  ����-�ja ,  (13) 

Here =>??@� is the value of the probability of meeting the deadline �� of a task �� , and ; is the total number 

of jobs belongs to task �� . 

By using axiom from [10] of total probability, we can determine the probability of missing the task’s 

deadline, formally defined by (14): 
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 =>,������� >  ��� = 1 − =>??@����� ≤  ��� ,  (14) 

Deadline Miss to Meet Ratio 

It is another way to analyze the stochastic response time of a task under consideration. It represents the 

ratio of the probability of missing to probability of meeting a task’s deadline. Mathematically this is 

presented by (15):  

 5�6625770�8�9�: = �������'�( � ����������'�(� ��� ,        )�0ℎ  * = 1,2,3, … ;  
(15) 

Here sub-index � corresponds to task  �� , 5�6625770�8�9�:defines the deadline miss to meet ratio, 

 =>,������� ≤  ��� and =>??@� ���� ≤  ���  represents the probability of miss and meet the deadline 

respectively of a system task �� . 
 Stochastic System WCRT 

The worst case response time (WCRT) for the task under analysis (16) can be individually interpreted from 

belonging jobs Г�� . The final response time �&'�((�) of these jobs  Г��  is evaluated for the maximum possible 

index value or D	�E�� where the total probability sum reaches to 1. It is actually truncating the extra zeros 

present at the end of the final response time distribution. The D	�E��  is the amount of time where initially 

the total probability of 1 is achieved, oppositely indicating the maximum amount of required time to finish the 

job. The worst case response time �s��[ of a system job can be formally computed by following 

algorithm.   

 1. Truncate zeros if present at the end of final 

response time function �&'((�) 
2. Now compute the length of the final response time 

function �7U�0ℎ(�&'((�)) which basically represents 
the WCRT of the job  Г� 
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The WCRT of the task under analysis  �s��� is actually the maximum value among the response time 

lengths of its belonging jobs, formally given by (16). 

  D	�E� = �T�H D	�E��L,    
 )ℎ7w7 �UV7� * W� �7�WU��U� *W�6 Г�* �6: 
  * =1,2,3,....., N 

(16) 

Here in (16), ��� is the function that defines the maximum value among its input parameters, � represents 
the index of the task under analysis and subscript [ index up to the number of N jobs of a task under analysis.  

 

Stochastic System Utilization Factor 

This section provides the method to compute the task utilization factors under a periodic stochastic system 

[7][6]. The three kinds of utilization factors can be computed and necessary for providing the limitations for 

the stochastic framework, given below; 

1. Minimum Utilization Factor 

2. Maximum Utilization Factor 

3. Average Utilization Factor 

The minimum value of utilization factor [6] of the stochastic system is defined by considering the minimum 

possible execution time of a stochastic system with a task set �� . It is formally defined by (17): 

 F ���� = ∑ 	6���U
E�;�=1  , 

(17) 

Here subscript 6 referrers to stochastic, ��U represent the minimum value, ; is the total number of tasks in 

the system, and 	����� represent the minimum stochastic execution time discrete value of the task ��  with a 
time period of E� . 
The maximum value of utilization factor [6] of the stochastic system is defined by considering the maximum 

possible execution time of a stochastic system with a task set �� . It is formally defined by (18): 
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 F ��T�  = ∑ %�����
@�-�ja   

(18) 

Here subscript 6 referrers to stochastic, the �T� keyword represent the maximum value, ; is the total 
number of tasks in the system, and 	����� represent the maximum possible stochastic execution discrete 

value of the task ��  with a time period of E�. 
The average case value of utilization factor of the stochastic system is defined by considering the weighted 

average value of the execution time of a stochastic system with a task set �� . It is formally defined by (19): 

 F ���� = ∑ 	6�T��
E�;�=1  , 

(19) 

Here subscript 6 referrers to stochastic, �T� represent the maximum value, ; is the total number of tasks 

in the system, and 	����� represent the average discrete value of stochastic distribution of the task ��  with a 
time period of E� . 
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C h a p t e r  3  

EVALUATION OF EXISTING STOCHASTIC FRAMEWORK  

This chapter categorizes the backlog process based on system utilization factor and evaluates stochastic 

response time with the help of a simple example.  

Steady-state Backlog Computation Method 

The backlog existent at the instance in which the job is released due to workload cause by previous jobs with 

greater or equal priority [6]. One of the main factors for response time calculations is the release time backlog D(3�)  as discussed in previous chapter. We want to make sure that the backlog at release time should be 

stable at system-level, so that it can be used further used for release-time backlog computations.  

Here we have stability issue with the backlog at release time instances and it precisely depends upon the 

system utilization factor. We need to define the limitations to identify the stability of steady-state release 

time backlogs over system hyperperiod. 

A real-time system can be classified into three distinctive classes based on average (19) and maximum (18) 

utilization factors [6] to identify the stability of the release-time workloads/backlogs for the jobs under 

analysis; 

• F ���� ≤ 1 ; the steady-state of the release time stochastic distribution will exactly reach after the 

first hyperperiod. 

• F ���� > 1 TUV F ���� ≤ 1 ; the convergence of release time backlog stochastic distribution 

towards a steady-state is possible. Generally we can say that as F��� approaches to one the system 

gets worst convergence which required more iteration to reach the steady-state for the system-level 

release time stochastic backlog WHλJL.  
• F ���� > 1 ; this is the non-convergent case. Actually in this case system tasks demands more 

resources than that of what really present in the hardware. Hence the convergence of WHλJL in this 
scenario is not possible. On the other hand; we can iterate the backlog process to compute system-
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level backlog WHλJL up to some extent over the hyperperiod E. However, this unstable backlog 

cannot be the exact candidate to compute the stochastic response time distribution for the job 

under analysis.  

Example Periodic System Task Set for Evaluation 

The example system used a random discrete probability distribution �(�; !, ") [9] as a stochastic execution 
time distribution �#�( , where � is the index, and ! & " are the shape parameters of the distribution. We 

used �(�; 2,5); ! =2 and " =5 as shape values for our analysis.  
The backlog computations are performed on the basis of three categories based on system utilization factor 

mentioned in previous section. In table-1 the system �adescribes the case where the maximum stochastic 

system utilization factor is F��� ≤ 1, system �  represents the case when maximum system utilization factor 

is greater than one but the average system utilization less than 1, and system �¡ has unstable system backlog 

with average system utilization F��� > 1. Each of the categorized system consists of two tasks with 

independent execution time beta distributions. The beta distribution function receives three parameters; first 

defines the discrete time interval, second & third parameters are standard shape parameters for the 

distribution. Figure-1 depicts the beta distribution stochastic execution time for these three systems. For more 

details about the system categories and the task parameters used, see table-1. 

Table 1: System Description 

Case t� �� st� ф� Т� |� ¤t��¥ ¤t�¦§
 ¤t��� 

F���� ≤ 1  �a 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 0.0417 0.3026 0.9167 �  �(1: 20; 2,5) 50 60 90 
 F��� > 1 
& F��� ≤ 1 
 

 �  
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 0.0417 0.3410 1.0830 �  �(1: 20; 2,5) 50 60 90 
F���� > 1  �¡ 

 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 0.0417 1.0392 3.5000 �  �(1: 20; 2,5) 50 60 90 
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Steady-state Release Time Backlog Evaluation 

In this section we will evaluate the exemplified systems defined in table-1 for the steady-state backlog WHλJL 
process. The system-level steady-state is identified by evaluating the difference for the first high priority job 

WHλJL in the sequence at previous and current hyperperiod [2]. If the difference of release time backlog 

WHλJL at k and (k − 1) hyperperiod tends to zero than we are reached to a steady-state of backlogs at system-

level. The figure-1,2,3 shows the results after evaluation of backlog process for the systems S¯ described in 
table-1.   

We have identified that the system Sa , & S  are acceptable but S¡ is not a suitable candidate for computing 

the steady-state stochastic response time. The reason for S3 is that its system-level backlog cannot converges 

to steady-state because it has average system utilization factor value greater than 1 which actually demanding 

more resources than physically present in the system hardware. 

The figure-1, 2 & 3 provides the result of backlog process and the cumulative steady-state system-level backlog 

for the systems Sa,  S  and S¡ (table-1). Notice that for S¡ the backlog process is iterated until 150th 
hyperperiod and it is found that for this particular unstable system the steady-state of system-level backlog can 

never be reached. 
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Figure 1: Evaluation of the 
steady-state backlog for 
system S1 prescribed in 
table-1 

The upper graph in the figure-1 describes the amount 

of difference of backlog computations over system 

hyperperiod E with respect to hyper period number k. 

The trend identifies that the steady-state of the backlog 

distribution job Гaa has been reached after k=2nd 
hyperperiod, because we found the backlog difference 

of value 0 sudden after the 2nd iteration which shows 

the stability of the system with maximum system 

utilization less than 1. 

The below part of the figure-1 defines the trend of 

cumulative distribution function �°oover discrete time 

intervals. 

 

 

Figure 2: Evaluation of the 
steady-state backlog for system 
S2, prescribed in table-1. 

The upper graph in the figure-2 describes the amount of 

difference of backlog computations over system 

hyperperiod E with respect to hyper period number k. The 

trend identifies that the steady-state of the backlog 

distribution job Гaa has been reached after k=10th 

hyperperiod, because we found the backlog difference exact 

0 value, sudden after the 10th iteration which shows the 

stability of the system with average system utilization less 

than 1. 

The below part of the figure-2 defines the trend of 

cumulative distribution function �°oover discrete time 

intervals. Notice that here we found the backlog size of 

nearly 770.  
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Figure 3: Evaluation of the 
steady-state backlog for 
system S3, prescribed in 
table-1. 

The upper graph in the figure-3 describes the amount of 

difference of backlog computations over system 

hyperperiod E with respect to the hyper period number k. 

The trend identifies that the steady-state of the backlog 

distribution job Гaa is limitless. We iterated the backlog 

computations even until k=150th hyperperiod but we still 

found the backlog difference of values 0.0029. 

Theoretically, we can never reach to the steady-state 

because the system with average system utilization is 

greater than 1. 

Over all we marked the system S3 as unstable system and 

we cannot compute the steady-state stochastic response 

time for such systems.  

Notice about the backlog size from the bottom graph of 

figure-2. For this particular system the backlog size 

reached to 4.40×10^4.  

 

Stochastic Response Time Evaluation Using fixed priority RM Scheduling 

In this section we follow the example system S  (table-1) to present our analysis to evaluate the stochastic 
response time by using fixed priority RM scheduling policy. We will describe and validate the internal 

computation process with the help of output diagrams. 

First of all the system is subdivided into jobs/task instances along the system hyperperiod T, and marked the 

job sequence with single-index scheme as presented in table-2. 

The figure-5 shows the discrete stochastic execution time beta distribution functions C²o³ , C²´³  for the system 

task set τa &  τ . It is assumed that the system jobs belong to parent task will use same execution time 

distribution function.  

At previous section in figure-2 we have discussed the results of steady-state of the system-level backlog 

identified by a base job i.e. the first high priority job in the sequence along the hyperperiod.  Now we will 
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present our results about how much workload is faced by the low priority task instances Г¶& Г·at steady-state 
of the system based on that steady-state system-level backlog. See figure-6 for further analysis.  

Figure-7 depicts the partial response time outcome computed based on the method presented in chapter-3 and 

Figure-8 provides the graph of final response time distribution for the stable system S . Figure-9 shows the 
cumulative probability distribution function of the final response time distribution in order to observe miss & 

meet probability at deadline time instance of the system task under observation.  

Table-2 describes the jobs allocation over the hyperperiod of the system under analysis (S ). This system 

consists of two tasks τa& τ . The task τ  is of lower priority as can be observed by its time period.  The jobs 

at release time are highlighted by red color and marked by single/double indices over the system hyperperiod. 

The figure-4 depicts the equivalent system model and translates the descriptive parameters to the physical 

meanings. 

 
 

Table 2: Definition of the system jobs at release time instances over the system 
hyperperiod T. The jobs are marked in pattern of single/double indices. 

t� �� st� ф� Т� |� 
Job release times along the hyperperiod T 

xz = ¶¸ x¶ = ·¸ x¹ = º¸ x» = z¸¸ x· = z¶¸ 

�  
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 Гz/Гzz  Г¹/Гz¶ Г»/Гz¹  

�  �(1: 35; 2,5) 50 60 90  Г¶/Г¶z   Г·/Г¶¶ 
 



 

 

Figure 5: Execution time beta 
probability distribution with 
alpha=2 and beta=5 shape 
parameters. 
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Figure 4: System overview 

 

Execution time beta 
probability distribution with 
alpha=2 and beta=5 shape 

In our system model we have defined the 

execution time 	�½  of a task 
We have defined individual beta distribution

both of the periodic tasks 

distribution trend on discrete time steps accordingly

shape parameters alpha=2 and beta =5

We have chosen the length of execution time in a way such 

that both low priority jobs 

higher priority jobs of task 

policy for this particular system (S2)

 

 

In our system model we have defined the beta distribution 

of a task �¯ as a discrete random variable. 

We have defined individual beta distribution 	�o& 	�´for 
both of the periodic tasks �a& � .  The graph at left shows 
distribution trend on discrete time steps accordingly with 

shape parameters alpha=2 and beta =5.  

We have chosen the length of execution time in a way such 

y jobs Г  & Г¾ can face interference by 
higher priority jobs of task �a for both RM scheduling 

for this particular system (S2). 
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Figure 6:  Steady- state 
stochastic workload 
distribution of low priority 
jobs Гa& Г  produced by 
previous higher or equal 
priority system jobs Г2� . 

This figure depicts the steady-state backlog probability 

distribution functions  �/´(�) &  �/¿(�) for the low 
priority task instances of the task �  defined for the system �  . This work load is basically due to the previous same or 

higher priority job sequences Г2� . The graph at the left side 
shows these workload stochastic functions at system-level 

steady-state of the system. The figure relates the probability 

values along vertical and discrete time interval on horizontal 

axis. This relation describes that at time instance �  the 
system faces corresponding  �/((�) value of the probability 
of the work load. The both distributions are more 

concentrated on the origin and decays rapidly along the +ve 

axis. For example at the time instance 1 we have 0.9 parts of 

workload present for low priority job Г¾ which is 

approximately 0.001 at time instance 14.  This concentration 

shows that Г¾required 90% of the CPU time initially and 

1% later at 14 to settle down its load. 
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Figure 7: Stochastic 
distribution of partial response 

time of task � .  

This figure shows the stochastic distribution function of partial 

response time �'´(�) of task� . This is computed by adding 

two stochastic distributions; the backlog  �°´(�) and the 
execution time  �%´(�)of task 2 without considering the 
stochastic interface. Notice that random variables addition is 

basically a convolution in spatial domain.  

The higher magnitude of probabilistic concentration of the 

distribution of partial response time of task  �  (figure-6) is 
focused near the origin. This analysis reflects that  �  has 
more chances to meet its dead line which is 90.  

After final stochastic response time distribution we can 

exactly measure the probability of meeting the deadline, and 

other parameters which we have discussed in the description 

of figure-7.   
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Figure 8: Stochastic 
distribution of final response 

time of task � . 

  

 

This figure shows the stochastic distribution function of 

final response time �&'´(�) of task � . This is computed by 

adding two stochastic distributions; the partial response 

time stochastic distribution  �'´(�) and the amount of 

stochastic interference M�(  faced by task � . The higher 
magnitude of probabilistic concentration of the 

distribution of final response time of task  �  (figure-7) is 
present at the origin.  

The graph shows that  �  has more chances to meet its 

dead line because most of the probabilities are aligned at 

initial time values. This concentration can be measured, 

until the deadline of the system task �� by adding the 
probability values until the deadline of the task called 

probability of meeting the deadline. In our case this value 

is exactly equals to 1 meaning that  �  has 100% chances 

to meet the deadline for specified parameters (table-2).  

This ratio of the distribution probability (after to before 

the deadline) of missing to meeting the deadline of the 

task  �  is empirically calculated as 0.00000. 

The worst case response time WCRT (16) of task under 

analysis ( � ) is computed as 78 from the maximum value 

of its instances Г  & Г¾. At this time instance the maximum 

possible probability value of 1 is achieved, indirectly 

indicating the time value of maximum possible response 

of task �  . The graph shows the probabilities values 0 for 
remaining time intervals after 78 basically indicating that 

these values do not interfere the current WCRT value of 

task  � . 
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Figure 9: Graph shows the 
probability of meeting the 
deadline for lower Priority task �  as an outcome of stochastic 
analysis. 

 

This figure shows the cumulative probability 

distribution final response time �&'´(�) of task � . 
The vertical bars show the amount of the probability 

of meeting the deadline of low priority task  �  at 
corresponding discrete time instance.  

We found that the probability value of meeting the 

deadline of a task is increased rapidly as time 

approaches until its deadline and shows steady 

behavior after the deadline of a task and reaches to a 

steady-state after some time depending upon the 

workload to the system. Before the deadline the 

rapid increase of probability in meeting the task’s 

deadline is due to the amount of free slots available 

for a task to utilize, as it approaches to its deadline, 

oppositely the probability of free slots decreased in a 

same manner. 

In our case we have task parameters as defined in 

table-2, and we are analyzing the lower priority 

task �2. We are reached the probability of meeting 

the deadline of exactly-1 at discrete time value of 78 

which reflects the fact that this particular system is 

able to meet its dead line until time value of 78, and 

indirectly we can say that this is worst case response 

time discrete value of the lower priority task under 

analysis.  Refer table-3 for detailed analysis of 

various systems. 

 

Evaluating the group of Systems by using RM Scheduling 

In this section we will analyze a range of systems and present the evaluation of their stochastic final response 

time distribution based on various parameters defined in chapter-2. The stochastic response time is computed 

using fixed rate-monotonic periodic priority-driven scheduling policy. We have classified these systems 

according to three utilization factors as prescribed by (17), (18), and (19). The system-level steady-state backlog 

process criterion is defined as 1.0000e-10 (0.00000000001).  
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The initial system �c is taken from [1] with given task parameters to identify the validity of our computations. 

Our result of probability of meeting the deadline is exactly the same as provided in [1] for this particular 

system. On the base of this correctness we have evaluated the range of systems (�a 0W �À ) for various 
parameters defined in chapter-2. The detailed results are provided in table-3, as given below:  

Table 3: Evaluating group of systems 

t� �� st� ф� Т� |� F ����
 F ����

 F ����
 u Steady-

state 
Backlog 
Size 

ÁÂÃÃ�¶ Â�ÄÄ¶ÂÅÅÆ¶Ç�Æ�È 
�s��¶z �s��¶¶ �s��¶ 

 �c 
 

�a 
[10:0.1 , 20:0.4 , 21:0.2 , 22:0.2 , 50:0.1] 

20 40 40 
0.458333 0.983333 2.125000 303 39261 0.496346 1.050856 

16138 
16161 
16161 �  

[10:0.1 , 20:0.4 , 21:0.2 , 22:0.2 , 50:0.1] 
50 60 90 

 �a 
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.161964 0.416667 2 1 1.000000 0.000000 

10 
10 
10 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �  
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.256086 0.750000 2 1 1.000000 0.000000 

39 
30 
39 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡ 
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.351095 1.083333 3 32 1.000000 0.000000 

73 
71 
73 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �À 
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.446234 1.416667 5 202 1.000000 0.000000 

223 
250 
250 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¾ 
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.541418 1.750000 8 617 0.999100 0.000901 

618 
665 
665 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �É 
 

�a �(1: 10; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.589018 1.916667 10 967 0.996825 0. 003186 

958 
1015 
1015 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �Ê 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.232146 0.666667 2 1 1.000000 0.000000 

10 
19 
19 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �Ë 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.326268 1.000000 3 9 1.000000 -0.000000 

49 
58 
58 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �Ì 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.421276 1.333333 4 117 1.000000 0.000000 

158 
185 
185 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �ac 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.516416 1.666667 6 387 0.999958 0.000042 

408 
455 
455 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �aa 
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.611599 2.000000 10 1047 0.997173 0.002872 

1048 
1115 
1115 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 
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 �a  
 

�a �(1: 20; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.659199 2.166667 13 1632 0.990672 0.009416 

1623 
1700 
1700 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �a¡ 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.303147 0.916667 2 1 1.000000 0.000000 

10 
29 
29 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �aÀ 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.397269 1.250000 3 52 1.000000 0.000000 

113 
140 
140 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �a¾ 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.492278 1.583333 5 262 0.999992 0.000008 

303 
350 
350 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �aÉ 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.587417 1.916667 7 632 0.999280 0.000721 

653 
720 
720 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �`aÊ 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.682601 2.250000 13 1742 0.989266 0.010851 

1743 
1830 
1830 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �aË 
 

�a �(1: 30; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.730201 2.416667 19 2972 0.970993 0.029873 

2963 
3060 
3060 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �aÌ 
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.374361 1.166667 3 31 1.000000 0.000000 

112 
139 
139 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � c 
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.468483 1.500000 4 166 0.999990 0.000010 

227 
274 
274 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � a 
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.563492 1.833333 6 476 0.999670 0.000330 

517 
584 
584 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �   
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.658631 2.166667 10 1216 0.994916 0.005110 

1237 
1324 
1324 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � ¡ 
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.753815 2.500000 20 3326 0.962781 0.038658 

3326 
3425 
3425 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � À 
 

�a �(1: 40; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.801414 2.666667 31 5851 0.918972 0.088173 

5143 
5202 
5202 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � ¾ 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.445660 1.416667 4 136 0.999962 0.000038 

217 
264 
264 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � É 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.539782 1.750000 6 426 0.999607 0.000394 

487 
554 
554 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � Ê 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.634791 2.083333 8 876 0.996399 0.003614 

917 
1004 
1004 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � Ë 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.729931 2.416667 15 2311 0.976341 0.024232 

2332 
2439 
2439 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 � Ì 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.825114 2.750000 36 7176 0.893601 0.119068 

5730 
5782 
5782 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡c 
 

�a �(1: 50; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.872714 2.916667 62 13726 0.803229 0.244975 

8162 
8200 
8200 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡a 
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.517003 1.666667 6 376 0.999123 0.000878 

457 
524 
524 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 
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 �¡  
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.611125 2.000000 8 806 0.995748 0.004270 

867 
954 
954 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡¡ 
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.706133 2.333333 13 1861 0.980039 0.020367 

1902 
2009 
2009 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡À 
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.801273 2.666667 27 5071 0.920369 0.086520 

4647 
4714 
4714 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡¾ 
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.896456 3.000000 80 18566 0.743612 0.344787 

9196 
9231 
9231 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡É 
 

�a �(1: 60; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.944056 3.166667 184 46666 0.578063 0.729916 

14421 
14446 
14446 �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡Ê 
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.588370 1.916667 8 736 0.993129 0.006918 

817 
904 
904 �  �(1: 10; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡Ë 
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.682492 2.250000 12 1596 0.977958 0.022539 

1657 
1764 
1764 �  �(1: 30; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �¡Ì 
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.777500 2.583333 22 3886 0.929307 0.076070 

3864 
3965 
3965 �  �(1: 50; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �Àc 
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.872640 2.916667 56 12376 0.792682 0.261539 

7456 
7499 
7499 �  �(1: 70; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �Àa 
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 0.967823 3.250000 307 81091 0.466607 1.143133 

18263 
18287 
18287 �  �(1: 90; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 �À  
 

�a �(1: 70; 2,5) 20 40 40 
0.041667 1.015423 3.416667 2300 

Unable to reach steady-state of system-level backlog 
even after 2300 hyper-periods for this particular system 
because its average utilization factor is greater than one. �  �(1: 100; 2,5) 50 60 90 

 

Above in table-3, we have evaluated 42 different settings of our basic system model (table-2) on the basis of 
average system utilization factor which is in range of 0.161964 to 1.015423. The last 3 column are the outcomes; 
probability of deadline meeting (13), miss to meet ratio (15), and WCRT (16) of low-priority task � under 
analysis. The last column shows the stochastic WCRT value that provide the results in three rows for every 
system �; first row holds the results of for first task instance Г a, second row holds for second task instance Г   and the third row holds the final worst case response time of task � .   
 
From the results, we can broadly classify these systems as hard and soft periodic real time systems. The 
systems with their probability of meeting the deadline exactly equals to 1 are considered as hard periodic real-
time system and the remaining ones are considered as soft periodic real-time systems.  
 
The systems with their average system utilization factor less than 1 are considered to be the candidate only for 
stochastic analysis, or on the other hand we can say that the systems are stable and computable for stochastic 
response time distribution. The first column groups these systems into a sub group of six systems with a 
patronized variation in execution time distribution marked as alternative red and black colors.   
 
Let we observe the outcome parameters from table-3 in more generic way. See figure-10 (Probability of 
meeting the deadline), figure-11(Miss to meet ratio) and figure-12(WCRT) for more details, as follows; 
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Figure 10: Probability of 
meeting the deadline graph 
showing combined outcome 
as mentioned in table-3. 

This 3D graph describes the relation among task execution time 
distribution length of the example system task set (xy-grid) verses the 
probability of meeting the deadline (surface) of low priority task  � . 
 
It is observed that increase in the execution time of task-set causing 
corresponding successive decay in the probability of meeting the deadline of 
low priority task under analysis. 
 
The graph can be used to investigate and categorize the set of systems as hard 
or soft real-time systems. For example; the top most linear portion (triangular 
region) has exactly 1 value of the probability of meeting the deadline. This 
describes that the system can have safe limit of execution time length for both 
tasks and is suitable for hard real-time systems.   
 
Vice versa, this graph can also be used to define the set of systems with 
specific softness criteria for soft real-time systems. This indirectly identifies 
the WCET limit of system task-set. For example if it is required to design the 
system with probability of meeting the deadline within the range of  0.6 to 1 
than by the help of this graph someone can get specific information about 
maximum execution time (WCET) limit for individual system task under this 
criteria. 

 
 

 
Figure 11: Miss to meet ratio 
graph showing combined 
outcome as mentioned in 
table-3. 

This 3D graph describes the relation among task execution time 
distribution length of the example system task set (xy-grid) verses the 
ratio of miss to meet deadline probabilities (surface) of low priority 
task  � . 
 
It is observed that increase in the execution time of task-set causing 
corresponding increase in the probabilities ratio of low priority task under 
analysis. 
 
The graph can be used to investigate and categorize the set of systems as hard 
or soft real-time systems, for example; the bottom linear portion (triangular 
region) has 0 value of the ration and describes that the system can have safe 
limit of execution time length for both tasks and this range is suitable for hard 
real-time systems and vice versa.  
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Figure 12: WCRT combined 
outcome graph from table-3. 

This 3D graph describes the relation among task execution time 
distribution length of the example system task set (xy-grid) verses 
the ratio of miss to the WCRT outcomes (surface) of low priority 
task  � . 
 
It is observed that increase in the execution time of system task-set 
causing corresponding consecutive increase in the WCRT of low priority 
task under analysis. 
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C h a p t e r  4  

ENHANCED STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK  

We have introduced a new method based on [5] in response to support release time as a stochastic random 

variable. In this chapter we presented the enhancements in system model and our algorithmic support in order 

to address the dependencies exist between stochastic random release time patterns. As an outcome of our 

analysis, we will define these dependencies in the form of a stochastic dependency probability function 

representing the probability of miss/meet the deadline for each of the case defined by release time stochastic 

distribution patterns.  

Enhanced System Model 

We inherit all the notations and specifications from our base system model [1][5] as we have discussed in 

chapter-1. We need some simple modifications in system parameters. The deterministic release time λJ of a job ГJ is now changed to stochastic λ²³ÎÏ²Ð. The letter  � represent to stochastic, * is the job number in the system 

along up to the hyperperiod E, and CASE; represents an option marked as a combination of binary string of  0 

and 1’s. This binary pattern is used to index the number of combinations of stochastic release time patterns for 

system tasks. The total number of options/cases/subsystems can be determined by the help of (19), formally 

defined as follows:  

 	Ó�Ô = Õ �7U�0ℎ(3��)
-

�ja  

(19) 

Here ; describes the total number of tasks in the system, � is an index to task �� , and the �7U�0ℎ function 
provides the amount of discrete time intervals of stochastic release time 3��  of i-th task. For example if the 

system have two periodic tasks the parameter N=2, and if each task has its stochastic release time length of 3 

as a result we have 3*3 or 9 combinations or cases in total. 

The probability of meeting/missing the deadline for each of the 	Ó�Ô can be mapped as a discrete 

probability function, formally defined by (20) & (21) respectively. 
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 f×ØÙÙÚ½ (CASE) = ÛÜ3�½³Ý%Þ�? cÜ . ßàááâãäåæá ¸, Ü3�½³Ý%Þ�? aÜ . ßàááâãäåæá ¶, … … … . , Ü3�½³Ý%Þ�? -Ü . ßàááâãäåæá çè  (20) 

Here N is used to define the index or case number for each of the task �� , fPMEETi (CASE) is the discrete 
magnitude collected by multiplication of the stochastic release instances magnitude involved in the in 

the 	Ó�Ô, and PîÐÐï½ÎÏ²Ð  defines the value of the probability of meeting the deadline which will be computed by 

existing stochastic framework.  

Same as (20), we have formal definition for stochastic release time dependency function or probability missing 

the deadline for each case, given by (21).  

 f×Øðññ½ (CASE) = ÛÜ3�½³Ý%Þ�? cÜ . ßàòææãäåæá ¸, Ü3�½³Ý%Þ�? aÜ . ßàòææãäåæá z, … … … . , Ü3�½³Ý%Þ�? -Ü . ßàòææãäåæá çè  (21) 

The motivation behind altering stochastic release time to deterministic corresponds to the change in task 

offsets for each CASE for the set of system jobs, see example of figure-14 for details and table-6.  

Moreover, there are few notations changed due to their sub-system/case reference such as; task time period, 

task offset, job’s deadline, System release time backlogs, stochastic interference to the low priority task, and 

stochastic partial & final response time. The modified notations and their meanings are presented in table-4. 

 

Table 4: Enhanced notations and their meanings. 

Ã��ÄÆ�¥§ óÈÆ�Æ�È¥ óÅô óÈÆ�Æ�È¥ sÈ��Å¥ÆÄ 
-- 	Ó�Ô Translates the stochastic release time patterns in the form of binary 

numbers for a system task set.  

3�� , Ww 3�  3�½³Ý%Þ�? 
Represents the Stochastic release time random variable. The CASE 
keyword defines the combination of release time instances of a task 
group under observation; The sub indices �*� represents the task, job 
and index of release time instance respectively.  

D� ��½³Ý%Þ�? 
Represents the Deadline in existence of Stochastic release time random 
distribution that is fixed for each CASE. The CASE key word defines 
the combinations of release time instances of a task group under 

observation; The sub indices �*� represents the task, job and index of 
release time instance respectively.  
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ф� ф�½³Ý%Þ�?  
Represents the Phase Offset in existence of Stochastic release time 
random distribution that varies for each CASE or release pattern. The 
CASE keyword defines the combination of release time instances of a 

task group under observation; The sub indices �*� represents the task, 
job and index of release time instance respectively.  

T� E�½³Ý%Þ�? 
Represents the Time Period in existence of Stochastic release time 
random distribution that is fixed for each CASE. The CASE keyword 
defines the combination of release time instances of a task group 

under observation; The sub indices �*� represents the task, job and 
index of release time instance respectively.  

E E%Þ�? 
Represents the Hyper Period of the task-set in existence of Stochastic 
release time random distribution that is fixed for each CASE. The 
CASE keyword defines the combination of release time instances of a 
task group under observation.  

-- f×ØÙÙÚ½ (CASE) Represents a probability function as an outcome for deadline meet 
probabilities of all possible cases for  the system task under analysis.  

-- f×Øðññ½ (CASE) Represents a probability function as an outcome for deadline miss 
probabilities of all possible cases for the system task under analysis.  fÎ((x) or C² fÎ((x) or C² Stochastic Execution time, remains with same notation, because the 
execution time would be same for every case. 

f÷((x) f÷³ÎÏ²Ð(x) Represents stochastic partial response time function. It is computed 
same as previous using [1], but for our algorithm we are going to 
compute for every single case of release time pattern under stochastic 
system S.  

fø÷((x) fø÷³ÎÏ²Ð(x) Represents stochastic final response time function. It is computed 
same as previous using [1], but for our algorithm we are going to 
compute for every single case of release time pattern under stochastic 
system S. 

 

Stochastic Release Time, Probabilistic Dependency Algorithm  

Previously researchers have partially analyzed the release time stochastic behavior of a job for real-time 

stochastic analysis framework. In [11] researchers defined the Arrival Profile (AP) and Execution Time Profile 

(ETP) both as random variables and formalized the method to compute the exact stochastic response time 

distribution. Here the unbounded interference caused by both aperiodic and speriodic tasks is further tackled 

by using polling servers. Another approach [1] solves the problem by defining the concept of release jitter 

which is the situation where the practical release time of a task differs from what is theoretically defined. Here 

the release jitter is a variable quantity and it is defined in between zero and the maximum possible jitter value. 

This release jitter quantity is than added to the stochastic execution time of a job and finally, as an outcome, 

the stochastic response time of the corresponding job is computed by using the existing stochastic analysis 

framework [1]. Having such an upper bound on the interval of release jitter quantity is a limitation of this 

approach that we have relaxed in this thesis. 
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The algorithm introduced here used the stochastic analysis framework presented in [5] in order to evaluate the 

system with stochastic release time. We will compute the discrete probability function of meeting /missing the 

deadline in order to show the dependencies exist in the form of probability values for each release pattern or 

cases (19). The algorithm steps are given below: 

1) Define and calculate the total number of N cases or release 
patterns for the system task set by using (19). 

2) Name all possible cases in the form of a binary index or /CASE in a sequential way and compute the task 
parameters for each of the CASE, such as; relative 
offset ф�½³Ý%Þ�? , relative deadline ��½³Ý%Þ�? , release instance with 
probability, relative time period E�½³Ý%Þ�?, and relative 
hyperperiod E%Þ�? . 

3) Compute the probability of deadline miss (14)/meet (13) for each of the case by using existing stochastic analysis approach [1].    
4) The outcome of probability values computed for each CASE in the previous step actually represents the release time 

stochastic dependency probabilities without considering the magnitudes of the deterministic release time patterns. The method in (20) & (21) actually serve the purpose to distribute the probability values according to the 
magnitude of the release time patterns of the corresponding CASE. This stochastic release time dependency is a functional relation that defines the amount 
of probability values (meet/miss) on all possible release 
patterns under the stochastic distribution for a defined task 
set.  
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Computation Complexity of SRTPDA 

The computation power required by our proposed algorithm is proportional to the number of cases or 
iterations needs to evaluate the existing stochastic analysis framework [1]. The number of cases varies 
depending upon the number of tasks and the length of the stochastic release time of the jobs in the system. 
The figure-13, as given below, provides an overview of the computation complexity of our algorithm.  
 
 

 
Figure 13: The Computation 
Complexity graph for our proposed 
algorithm. 

In this 2D graph the vertical axis shows the number of iterations 
required to reach the final outcome. The horizontal axis is 
enumerated by the positive integer values, representing two 
parameters (19) of same length at the same time i.e. the number of 
tasks and the size of the execution time stochastic distribution of 
the task. 
 
The trend line reflects the exponential behavior over the input 
parameters. This means that our proposed algorithm requires 
nearly exponential number of iterations typically for the case when 
the number of tasks in the system equals to the length of the 
release time stochastic distribution. 
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C h a p t e r  5  

EVALUTION OF ENHANCED STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK  

In this chapter we will present the computations for proposed method discussed in chapter-4. A simple 

example with stochastic release time is presented to facilitate the concept of probabilistic dependency among 

the stochastic release time pattern/cases.  

Example System with Stochastic Release Time 

We have chosen a periodic system model with two tasks and scheduled it with Rate monotonic scheduling 

policy. We have assumed the equal probability function F[0: ;] to represent the stochastic parameters for 

example F[0: 4]; defines the probability equal probability value of z· over the discrete interval [0:4]. The same 

distribution is used for stochastic release time for simplicity reasons for each task in the system.  

After analyzing the example system it is found that there is a relation between stochastic release time and task’s 

offset. The task offset only varies as per length amount of the stochastic release time. In the example system 

(table-5 and figure-14) the length of stochastic release time 3�½³Ý%Þ�? is equals to 2 which in return cause the 
variation in the offset value until two points. The example system with other parameters is given in table-5. 

Table 5: A task set with stochastic release time 

t� �� st 3�½³Ý%Þ�? ф�½³Ý%Þ�? ��½³Ý%Þ�? T�½³Ý%Þ�? E%Þ�? 
�a �z U[0:4] U[0:1] [5:6] 10 10 

20 �¶ U[0:9] U[0:1] [10:11] 20 20 

 
 
The figure-14 depicts the logic behind transformation of the system from stochastic release time to 

deterministic release time patterns or sub-cases. From figure-15 we can observe that how the individual task 

parameters such as, deadline, period, and offset are assigned to corresponding subsystems, furthermore the 

table-6 categorize this transformation.  
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Figure 14: Transformation to deterministic task 
parameters after introducing stochastic release time 
support to the task model of example described in 
table-5. 

 

This figure explains the behavior of the system when we 

introduced the stochastic release time support to the 

existing priority driven stochastic analysis framework [1]. 

The graph relates the probability values along vertical 

axis and the discrete time values along horizontal axis. 

The stochastic release time with uniform probability 

function U[0:1] is shown in red/green vertical bars of 

length equals to 2 and having equal probability value of 

½ at each discrete time.  

We have observed that only the phase offset of a task is 

variable and it changes in accordance to each stochastic 

release pattern/case. This maximum value of change in 

offset is equals to the length of release time. Here in our 

case this length is 2. The phenomena can be observed 

by graph, for example in the example system, given left, 

the phase offset is varying in between 5 to 6 for  �a and 
10 to 11 for task  � . 
Other task parameters such as time period, deadline and 

hyperperiod remains unchanged. 

The stochastic release time can be transformed to 

deterministic release patterns by dividing the main 

systems into subsystems of fixed offset. We are 

following this technique. 

 Now the question is how many sub systems are 

required to transfer this system with stochastic release 

patterns into the deterministic release time 

subsystems/cases. This amount of CASES can be 

computed by (19). In our case we have total number of 

task N=2, length of 	�oand 	�´ is both equals to 2. So 
we have total 2*2 or 4 cases in total to find stochastic 

dependency of probability of meeting/missing the 

deadline. 
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Analysis of the Example System using proposed Algorithm  

In this section we will evaluate the example system of table-3 with our proposed algorithm. The motivation is 

to find the stochastic distribution function that would help us to correlate the risk involved by stochastic 

release time patterns in a real-time system. The stepwise evaluation is provided as mentioned in our algorithm 

(see chapter-4), are as follows: 

1) The first step is to find the combinations of release patterns of stochastic release time. In example 

system we have length of the stochastic release time for both of the tasks (N=2) are equals to 2. By 

using 19; it is found that  there are 4 possible combination of release patterns in total to analyze for 

probability of meeting/missing for the low priority task  � ′6 deadlines. 
 	Ó�Ô = Õ �7U�0ℎ(3��)

-
�ja = 2 ∗ 2 = 4  

2)  We have CASE variable equals to 4. The deterministic release patterns with corresponding binary 

names for our example system are provided in table-6. To understand how we have assigned names to 

the deterministic parameters for our subsystems/cases, just interpret 0 as red vertical bar and 1 as 

green vertical bar, see figure-14 for reference.   

Table 6: Naming the sub-systems of stochastic release patterns 

t� s�tÃ �� st 3�½³Ý%Þ�? ф�½³Ý%Þ�? T�½³Ý%Þ�? ��½³Ý%Þ�? E%Þ�? 

�a 
 

00 �z U[0:4] RED 5 10 10 
20 �¶ U[0:9] RED 10 20 20 

01 �z U[0:4] RED 5 10 10 
20 �¶ U[0:9] GRN 11 20 20 

10 �z U[0:4] GRN 6 10 10 
20 �¶ U[0:9] RED 10 20 10 

11 �z U[0:4] RED 6 10 10 
20 �¶ U[0:9] RED 11 20 20 
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3) The third step is to compute the probability of meeting/missing the low priority task deadline using 

existing stochastic analysis framework [1] to represent the stochastic dependency function for release 

time patterns.  

Table 7: Stochastic Analysis by using [1] 

t� s�tÃ �� st 3�½³Ý%Þ�? ф�½³Ý%Þ�?  T�½³Ý%Þ�? ��½³Ý%Þ�? E%Þ�? �%Þ�? =>??@́%Þ�?  =>,��´%Þ�?  

�a 
 

00 �z U[0:4] RED 5 10 10 
20 4 0.99961 0.000039 �¶ U[0:14] RED 10 20 20 

01 �z U[0:4] RED 5 10 10 
20 4 0.99961 0.000039 �¶ U[0:14] GRN 11 20 20 

10 �z U[0:4] GRN 6 10 10 
20 4 0.99998 0.000002 �¶ U[0:14] RED 10 20 10 

11 �z U[0:4] RED 6 10 10 
20 4 0.99961 0.000039 �¶ U[0:14] RED 11 20 20 

 

We found that the release time binary pattern 10 reflects the release time dependency with a 

probability difference of 0.000037(0.9998-0.99961). This means that release patterns with offset 6 for 

task-1 and 10 for task-2 reflects more suitable system response. This analysis can be extended to some 

practical stochastic distribution by analyzing the practical system configuration. 

4) The 4th and final step is to define the amount of stochastic dependency with respect to the magnitude 

of the stochastic release time patterns. Here in our example system we have uniform magnitudes for 

each of the release time pattern k for task �  under analysis.  By using (20) we have; 
 f×ØÙÙÚ´(CASE) =

ÛÜ3�´³Ý%Þ�? ccÜ . PîÐÐï´ÎÏ²Ð cc, Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? caÜ . PîÐÐï´ÎÏ²Ð ca, Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? acÜ . PîÐÐï´ÎÏ²Ð ac, Ü 3�´³Ý%Þ�? aaÜ . PîÐÐï´ÎÏ²Ð aaè ,  
in our case we have same magnitude of 1 for all 4 release time patterns 
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for task � , as given follows: 
 Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? ccÜ = Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? caÜ = Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? acÜ = Ü3�´³Ý%Þ�? aaÜ = (0.5) + (0.5) = 1   

The amount of probabilities  PîÐÐï´ÎÏ²Ð  for task �  for all 4 cases is given in table-7. Hence the net 

outcome function of probability of meeting the deadline  f×ØÙÙÚ½ (CASE) of task �  under stochastic 
release time deterministic contribution is given as follows (see figure-15): 

 f×ØÙÙÚ´ (CASE) = {1 ∗ 0.99961, 1 ∗ 0.99961, 1 ∗ 0.99998, 1 ∗ 0.99961}  

In the Same way we can compute the stochastic release time dependency function for probability of 

missing task deadline  fPMISS2 (CASE).  
 

 

Figure 15: Graph shows the stochastic release 
time dependencies relation in term of probability 
values to analyze the effect of stochastic release 

patterns for task  �2.  

 

 

This figure presents the relation of release time 

dependency patterns at horizontal and 

corresponding probability of meeting the deadline 

values mapped at vertical axis .We have analyzed 

that the CASE‘10’ in the system provides the 

optimal value of the probability of meeting the 

deadline of task �  on set of 4 possible cases. 
Here in the figure horizontal index 1 represent the 

case 00, 2 maps to case 01, 3 defines case-10 and 4 

provides information about case 11. 
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CONCLUSION  

The backlog process needs precise and fast computation machine for exact and quick analysis output for the 

systems with maximum system utilization greater than 1. The number of iteration and the length of the steady-

state system-level backlog is the function of system utilization factor. The more the number of iterations is 

required as maximum utilization factor goes beyond to 1. The length of the steady-state system-level backlog is 

even worst factor that is to be noticed. The backlog is basically a discrete probability function with distribution 

of probability values between 0 and 1. The more the decimal precession is required for small distributions as 

the backlog length increases. 

Existing Stochastic Analysis Framework [1] only achieves the steady-state for the first high priority system job 

over a hyperperiod by an iterative method. This steady-state system-level backlog is than further used to 

compute the steady-state backlog of the system jobs under analysis. It is found that the individual job under 

analysis requires to have its own steady-state and should be computed individually by iterative method over the 

hyperperiod. 

We have provided strong support to existing stochastic analysis framework [1]. Various evaluation parameters 

are proposed, and formally defined i.e. probability of meeting/missing the deadline of a task, probability of 

meeting/missing the deadline of a job, deadline miss to meet ratio of a job, and worst case response time for 

stochastic distribution. 

We have proposed a new method to analyze the stochastic release time based on an existing stochastic analysis 

framework [1]. Initially, our method classifies the defined stochastic system into subsystems (19). Each 

subsystem is named by a binary code, actually representing the corresponding sequence of release time of all 

jobs in the system. These subsystems are then evaluated for stochastic response time using the existing 

stochastic analysis framework. Finally, we have presented the result as a function of binary sequences i.e. (20) 

for further analysis. 

We have verified that the systems with average utilization factor less than one are the only acceptable systems 

for the stochastic analysis approach because the remaining set of systems requires more physical resources 

than what actually is possible i.e. the processor time.   
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FUTURE WORK 

The exact analysis of a practical system requires the empirical stochastic distributions for release and execution 

time of a system job. A real-time embedded application is required to precisely identify the corresponding 

stochastic distributions for all jobs in the system. Hence one can develop an assistance hardware that can 

compute the required stochastic distributions. 

One can perform the component based stochastic analysis in order to compute the arrival/release time, the 

response time, and the waiting time of the system task-set at the ready queue, processor, and the waiting queue 

respectively. 

The steady-state backlog of individual system jobs is sequentially computed and it might be a slow process for 

a larger system. One can introduce a parallel version of the code for steady state backlog computation process. 

Furthermore the framework extension can be performed by cooperating the task-set with shared system 

resource. For shared system resources one can model the stochastic behavior of waiting queue for the system 

task-set and accommodate this behavior for response time computations.  

Moreover, the frequency domain analysis of the stochastic response time computation process can be 

performed by using Z-Transform (Discreet time frequency transformation) to extract various frequency 

domain features such as magnitude, power spectrum, angle, variance, standard deviation of the spectrum etc 

can be analyzed in order to correlate the complexity of the real-time system under different conditions i.e. 

utilization factors and/or execution time distributions with the stochastic response time output. 

.
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